ANNOUNCEMENT

VOSSIUS & PARTNER strengthens trademark and
copyright practice in Basel with Swiss advocate
VOSSIUS & PARTNER is pleased to announce that the firm reinforces its team
in trademark and copyright law with the arrival of Dr. Brigitte Bieler. Coming
from Wenger Plattner, the Swiss advocate joined VOSSIUS & PARTNER per
1 December 2017 and will further expand these practice areas at the patent
and law firm’s Basel office.
Dr. Brigitte Bieler, 34, specializes in trademark, design and copyright law and advises
national and international clients on soft IP issues. She represents clients in the
prosecution and defense of their legal claims. Moreover, her focus of work is on drug
law and licensing law.
Prior to joining VOSSIUS & PARTNER, Bieler worked as a senior associate at Swiss law
firm Wenger Plattner. She started her legal career at the cantonal court BaselLandschaft. Bieler regularly publishes in her fields of practice.
„To strengthen our advisory practice in the fields of trademark and copyright law at our
Swiss office in Basel is strategically important for us and our clients”, says Dr. Mathias
Kleespies, partner and head of the trademark, design and competition law department
at the firm’s main office in Munich. “With Brigitte Bieler we are gaining a highly
reputable Swiss colleague whose comprehensive expertise perfectly complements our
practice.”
VOSSIUS & PARTNER’s trademark, design, competition and copyright law department
now comprises five partners and five associates. It grew only recently by the arrival of
attorney-at-law Peter Johannes Klein at the firm’s Munich office in October 2017.
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VOSSIUS & PARTNER is a partnership of patent attorneys and attorneys-at-law with
offices in Munich, Düsseldorf, Berlin and Basel. Established in Munich in 1961, it is today
one of Europe’s leading IP firms with clients from all over the world.
The firm focuses on high-end advice for innovative companies concerning all questions
associated with the protection and the enforcement of intellectual property rights. The
firm’s areas of expertise comprise all IP fields (patents, trademarks, copyrights, design
rights, SPCs etc.), as well as licensing, competition law, pharmaceutical law (e.g.,
approvals), media law and food law.
As a full-service intellectual property law firm, VOSSIUS & PARTNER offers their clients
the technological and scientific know-how of experienced patent attorneys in
combination with the knowledge and competence of highly specialized attorneys-at-law.
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